
August Fly of the Month Wigrams Robin 
 

 
 
Hook :- Wet fly 10- 8 
Thread:- Black 
Body :- Rear third, red seals fur 
Front two thirds, black seals fur 
Rib :- Silver wire or tinsel on the black 
seals fur 
Wing :- Matched pair black hen feathers 
Eyes :- Jungle cock (optional) 
 
 
 

 
One of Jock’s six flies for a Tassie season is the Wigrams Robin so it deserves a 
mention as fly of the month, particularly as it has a reputation as a good floodwater 
fly. This description is from the Discover Tasmania website says it all. 
Wigram's Robin is the quintessential Tasmanian wet fly, developed by local fly fishing 
pioneer Dick Wigram and widely popularised by acclaimed Tasmanian fly fishing 
author David Scholes. The Robin was popular in the 1960s and 1970s and although 
still used as an early season floodwater fly, particularly on the northern rivers, it has 
largely been replaced by modern patterns. Nonetheless it is a distinctive and 
handsome Tasmanian fly. The Robin can be fished blind across bank cavities or cast 
at the disturbances made by eager trout as they grub for drowned worms, grubs and 
caterpillars flushed out of newly flooded ground. 
 
The Robin is a nice, straightforward fly to tie. Start thread at the eye and take it back 
to rear of shank. Apply some bright red seals fur, or substitute, dubbing and wind it 
forward one third of the hook shank. Then tie in the silver wire or tinsel and let it hang 
out of the way while you dub black seals fur to just behind the eye. Next, take your 
two hen feathers, marry them ( I hereby declare you man and wife) and measure 
them along the hook so that they are 1½ - 2 times the length of the shank. Remove 
the fibres from the bottom half of the feathers equal to the length of the black seals 
fur and then tie them in behind the eye. Now wind the silver wire or tinsel you left 
hanging a couple of turns through the wing and tie it in with the feather butts. The 
optional jungle cock eyes are now tied in and a fairly large head of black tying thread 
is built up and varnished. Unlike other matuka style flies the wing on the Robin 
should cock upwards, which is why only the front of the black wing feathers has the 
silver ribbing wound through them. And, unlike other matuka styles, the wing being of 
hen feathers is softer and more mobile and has more movement in the water. 


